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Zelle advises on disputes arising out of some of the most significant
construction and engineering projects in the world. We handle high profile and
routine engineering and construction disputes: the world’s largest TBM, roads,
bridges, tunnels, railways, petrochemical, refineries, power plants,
hydroelectric plants, renewables, blast furnaces, ports, buildings, commercial
property, food processing and agricultural property, and industrial property.
We advise on projects in North, Central and South America, the United
Kingdom and Europe, and the Middle East governed by U.S., English, and
foreign laws.
We provide coverage and measurement analysis on All Risk, EAR, CAR, and
Builder’s Risk policies. We regularly advise on corrosion, pollution, losses
arising from defects, the interpretation and application of DE and LEG clauses,
and DSU/ALOP.
Our engineering and construction lawyers practice in a range of U.S. states,
England & Wales, Spain, and China. We have a network of trusted local
counsel in foreign jurisdictions.
REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS

A series of COVID-19 claims
>$350m refinery construction dispute in Texas
>$600m tunnel project involving breakdown of tunnel boring machine
$220m highway project in Israel
Highway project in Indiana
A series of power and hydroelectric plant claims in Central and South America
Port construction claim in Brazil
Electrical power station losses in North Dakota, Colorado, Nebraska and
Nevada
Municipal waste water treatment plant in Minnesota
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Major chemical plant hazardous material incineration system in Michigan
Pipeline construction failure due to design deficiencies
Matters involving trash to steam plants both for coverage and subrogation
Turbine (including wind turbine) losses
Solar plant project in Spain
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